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Overview

What is turbulence and why do we care?

An incomplete review of results from MMS
• Turbulence-driven reconnection & electron-only reconnection
• Detailed measurements of turbulent spectra
• Velocity-space structure of turbulence
• Novel measurements of dissipation
• MMS in the solar wind

What is there still left to do?
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Plasma turbulence is present throughout 
the Universe…

Solar Corona 
& Solar Wind

Planetary 
Magnetospheres

Interstellar
Medium 

Accretion 
Discs

Intracluster
Medium

Astronomy Picture of the Day 31 March 2015 Goddard Media Studios

National Optical Astronomy Observatory Event Horizon Telescope Zhuravleva et al. (2014) Nature
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What is turbulence?
Complex highly-nonlinear fluctuations, 
characterized by:
• Fluctuations across a wide range of length 

scales 
• Coherent structures, intermittency, current 

sheets

The problem of turbulence is to understand the 
behavior of the nonlinear terms in the equations
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Turbulent Energy Spectrum
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Figure 1. Typical trace power spectral density of the magnetic field fluctuations of a βi ∼ O(1) plasma in the ecliptic solar
wind at 1 AU. Dashed lines indicate ordinary least-squares fits, with the corresponding spectral exponents and their fit errors
indicated. This spectrum represents an aggregate of intervals with each smaller interval being containedwithin the subsequent
larger interval—hence the higher frequencies of this spectrum are not representative of the interval describing the lower
frequencies. At the largest scales is a 58 day interval [2007/01/01 00.00–2007/02/28 00.00 UT] from the MFI instrument on
board the ACE spacecraft, illustrating the large-scale forcing range (the so-called f−1 range). The inertial range is computed
from a shorter 51 h interval [2007/01/29 21.00–2007/02/01 00.00 UT] also from the same instrument. Both these datasets are at
1 Hz cadence, so they just begin to touch the beginning of the sub-ion range. The kinetic scale spectrum in the sub-ion scale
range is given by magnetometer data from the FGM and STAFF-SC instruments on the Cluster multi-spacecraft mission, from
spacecraft 4, while it was in the ambient solar wind [2007/01/30 00.10-01.10 UT] and operating in burst mode with a cadence
of 450 Hz—the two signals from both of these instruments have been merged as in [6]. The vertical dashed lines indicate the
three length scalesmentioned above:λc the correlation length,ρi the ion gyro-radius andρe the electron gyro-radius. (Online
version in colour.)

(a) Brief phenomenology of the energy cascade
We ask the reader to turn their attention to figure 1, which shows a canonical power spectral
density at 1 AU in the solar wind. We have chosen the power spectral density as it is not only the
focus of many, if not most, studies of turbulence, but also serves as a simple map to illustrate the
scales of interest in the phenomena. It is also reflective—being the Fourier transform pair—of the
two-point field correlation, another obsession of generations of turbulence researchers. Owing to
the extremely high speed of the solar wind, faster than most temporal dynamics in the system, we
can invoke the ‘Taylor frozen-in flow’ hypothesis to relate temporal scales to spatial scales (see [7]
for caveats to this). Thus, although the abscissa shows a temporal scale of spacecraft frequency,
for most of this spectrum (in the inertial range and above) it can be viewed as a proxy for spatial
scales—some of which are marked at the top of the figure. In particular, we have highlighted four
distinct regions of interest demarcated by three important length scales:

— The f −1 range. At these very small frequencies—corresponding to temporal scales over
many days—what we are actually measuring is the temporal variability of the source of
the solar wind: the Sun and its solar atmosphere. Near the top of this range, we have
the first of our important length scales: the correlation length λc. Below this scale (higher

Solar Wind Turbulence Spectrum

Turbulence tends to transfer 
energy from large scales to 
small scales à energy cascade

Slope of the energy spectrum 
depends on the underlying 
turbulent dynamics 
(i.e. timescale of energy transfer)

At small scales, energy is 
dissipated into the “thermal” 
motions of the particles

Kiyani+ (2015) Phil. Trans. A
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Turbulent Intermittency & Reconnection
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Stawarz+ (2019) ApJL

adapted from Phan+ (2018) Nature

In real space, turbulence produces a non-
uniform distribution of gradients called 
intermittency

Turbulence is good at generating many 
small-scale current structures, which can 
be site for magnetic reconnection

What roles does magnetic 
reconnection play in a turbulent 
plasma?

à nonlinear dynamics
à energy dissipation
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What are the important questions?

What are the underlying nonlinear dynamics at different scales?

How does energy dissipation occur in collisionless plasmas?

What impact does the turbulence have on the overall system?

MMS is the best mission that we currently have to look at many of these questions!
à High-resolution, multi-point measurements of particles and fields
à Unique analysis techniques
à Fortuitous encounters with unique environments 

(e.g. Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability, Reconnection-Driven Turbulence)
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Turbulence-Driven Reconnection & 
Electron-Only Reconnection

Phan+ [Nature, 2018] discovered electron-only magnetic 
reconnection in magnetosheath

• Key observation – oppositely directed electron jets 
• No evidence for ion jets was found

Stawarz+ (2019) ApJL

Phan+ (2018) Nature
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Turbulence-Driven Reconnection & 
Electron-Only Reconnection

Stawarz+ (in preparation)

Statistical survey of 
turbulence driven 
reconnection across the 
magnetosheath:
à Large guide fields
à Current sheet 

thicknesses from 
a few to 10 de

à Fast electron outflows 
and weak ion signatures

Numerous other related studies on small-scale reconnection:
à Reconnection at the bow shock
à Simulation of electron only reconnection 
à Identification of reconnection events in turbulence simulations
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Detailed Measurements of 
Turbulence Spectra

resolve ion-scale turbulence with similar plasma instrumenta-
tion. In addition, the noise floors of FPI power spectra scale
inversely with plasma number density and the duration of the
observations.36,37 A high noise floor produced by a time-
stationary, homogeneous, and sparse plasma could be com-
pensated for by increasing the duration of the measurement
interval.

In two-fluid theory, the “Alfv!en-whistler” branch con-
tains both highly oblique KAW (x < xci) and whistler-
mode (x > xci) waves.41,45,46 This kinetic-scale branch was
suggested to extend from the shear Alfv!en branch of the
plasma dispersion relation and has an asymptote at
x ¼ xce cos h. However, recent kinetic simulations47 have
demonstrated that this branch is not truly continuous through
harmonics of the ion cyclotron frequency ðxciÞ: Instead, it is
nonetheless topologically connected to the fast magnetosonic
branch via ion Bernstein modes.47 This subtlety is illustrated
in Fig. 5. Here, the naming of this mode becomes somewhat
ambiguous, though it is clear that the true KAW fluctuations
are limited to x < xci. Fluctuations at the smallest observed
kinetic-scales (i.e., k?qi > 15Þ had x > xci, following a dis-
persion relation consistent with those used for studies of
whistler turbulence.13,42 Consequently, we adopt this disper-
sion relation in order to provide analytical expressions for
the wave packet group velocity below.

The highly oblique waves studied here have x=k < vth

at kinetic scales, where vth is the ion thermal speed defined

as
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2kBTi?=mi

p
. Consequently, linear theory predicts that

these modes have anti-correlated density and parallel mag-
netic field fluctuations43 and a magnetic compressibility less
than $0.5 at kinetic scales.41 As discussed in Sec. III A, our

observations were consistent with these predictions. It fol-
lows that the primary distinction between different highly
oblique modes arises from the range of apparent oscillation
frequencies rather than the compressibility. Because x is
challenging to determine, it is possible that past observations
of compressive turbulence in space plasmas that relied on
examining the correlation between density and parallel mag-
netic field fluctuations (e.g., Refs. 48–50) have involved
some contributions from oblique x > xci waves at electron
scales rather than from KAW alone.

With the direct observations of the velocity fluctuations,
we can estimate the turbulent eddy turnover time (sed) at
electron scales. sed was taken to be k?=dve?;k, where dve?;k
is the measured perpendicular electron velocity per spatial

scale [i.e., dv2
e;k=k? ¼ dV2

e (Ref. 13)] and k? is the perpendic-

ular wavelength of the fluctuations (i.e., k? ¼ 2p=k?). Using
the scaling k?$ xsc

0.47, we found sed $30 s at the smallest
observed scales. It is instructive to compare this timescale
with the wave-packet interaction time, sw, taken to be

kjj=
@x
@kk

, where @x
@kk

is the group velocity.13 In the limits of

k?de % 1 and k? % kjj, we found sw& (fce cos h)'1, where

fce is the electron cyclotron frequency.13,51 The minimum
value of cos h that can support x > xci propagation is equal
to the mass ratio me/mi

41 such that we expected
sw,max& fci

'1, which yielded sw< 1 s. Analytical descrip-
tions of whistler turbulence assume that the cascade is driven
by many weak interactions of waves with one
another.42,51–53 In such models, the turbulent eddy turnover
time was required to be much larger than the wave-
interaction time, i.e., sed% sw. From the above analysis, this
criterion appears to be satisfied at the relevant scales.
Electron motion dominance of the turbulent energy density

FIG. 7. (a) Power spectral density of dn/n, dBjj/B, dB?/B, (b) magnetic com-
pressibility dBjj

2/dB2, and (c) hdndBjji as a function of frequency. Although
Poisson noise dominates the density fluctuation spectrum above $4 Hz, it is
clear that density and parallel magnetic field are anti-correlated throughout
the ion-kinetic range. The magnetic compressibility remains below $0.5 at
both ion and electron kinetic scales. Compressibilities in (b) and (c) were
smoothed with a moving average window of frequencies within a factor of
1.2 of the window center.

FIG. 8. Fluctuation power of magnetic (red), ion kinetic (blue), and electron
kinetic (black) energies as a function of frequency. Energies are defined as
Rj¼x,y,z jd(Bj/(!(2lo)))j2, Rj jd(!(neme/2)Ve,j)j2, and Rj jd(!(nimi/2)Vi,j)j2,
respectively, where each quantity represents the trace of its corresponding
power spectral matrix. Spectral indices were calculated at fluid, ion, and
electron scales over intervals marked by solid lines. Indices at the electron
scales are reported for both k? / xsc (as plotted) and k? / fsc

0.47 scalings.
Electron motion dominates the energy density spectrum above at electron
scales, independent of uncertainty in the scaling of k for fsc> 4.

022303-6 Gershman et al. Phys. Plasmas 25, 022303 (2018)

FPI has allowed us to probe velocity spectra at sub-ion and even electron scales!
Electron Energy Dominated Cascade in the Magnetosheath

[Gershman+ (2018) Phys. Plasmas]
Kelvin-Helmholtz Turbulence

[Stawarz+ (2016) JGR]
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Detailed Measurements of 
Turbulence Spectra

Using high-quality measurements from MMS, 
we have been able to look at how generalized 
Ohm’s law shapes the turbulent electric field
[Stawarz+ (submitted) JGR; preprint on ESSOAr]

Provides insight into the relative role of:
à ion and electron diamagnetic effects 
à linear and nonlinear terms

Stawarz+ (submitted) JGR
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Velocity Space Structure of the Turbulence

In order to quantify deviations from fluid behavior, we
compute the mean-square departure from Maxwellianity,
equivalent to the second Casimir invariant of the VDF,
which has been called the enstrophy in analogy to the
mean-square vorticity in hydrodynamics [20]. We define
the local deviation from the associated Maxwellian
δf ¼ fðvÞ −MðvÞ, a procedure equivalent to subtracting
f0 from theHermite series.Note thatMðvÞ is theMaxwellian
at each time t, and that δf is therefore the deviation from
local equilibrium. Using this projection, the Parseval
theorem gives the enstrophy

ΩðtÞ≡
Z

∞

−∞
δf2ðv; tÞd3v ¼

X

m>0

½fmðtÞ%2: ð4Þ

This quantity is zero for a pure Maxwellian, and may be
compared with other measures of non-Maxwellianity in
plasma turbulence studies [4]. It is also related to what is
designated the “‘free energy” in certain reduced perturbative
treatments of kinetic plasma (e.g., [21]). The plasma ens-
trophy as a function of time is reported in Fig. 1(b). Its
behavior is quite bursty, and is qualitatively connected to
spatial intermittency in the system [4–6]. The distributions
shown above in Fig. 2 correspond to the times of local peaks
of ΩðtÞ seen in Fig. 1(b).
Following Eq. (3), and using the above normalization and

averaging procedures for the VDF data, we compute the
modal 3D Hermite spectrum f2mðtÞ. We emphasize that this
spectrum is not explicitly influenced by variations in local
bulk flow, temperature, or density. For an ensemble average
description of the entire sample, our method averages the
multidimensional Hermite spectra of the shifted distributions
over time, indicating this as Eðmx;my;mzÞ ¼ hf2mðtÞiT .

The 3D modal spectrum (as in Fourier analysis) permits
examination of the full 3D structure of the spectral
distribution. Given the great volume of data, it may be
reduced or sampled to attain more compact representations.
To this end, we compute the reduced 2D spectra as
Eðmx;myÞ¼

P
mz
Eðmx;my;mzÞ, and analogouslyEðmx;mzÞ

andEðmy;mzÞ. Figure 3 shows two of these reduced spectra.
Within their respective planes, these spectra are quite
isotropic, indicating the lack of preferred direction in the
ensemble when referred to the spacecraft frame. This leaves
open the question as to whether there are local preferred
directions associated with quantities such as the magnetic
field or shear within this stream. This will be examined at a
later time, but we do not anticipate a strong magnetic field
influence, given the large values of δb=B0 and β.
Based on the 2D spectra, a reasonable way to character-

ize the velocity space fluctuations for this dataset is the
isotropic velocity space spectrum. The isotropic (omnidi-
rectional) Hermite spectrum, in analogy to the classical
spectral density in hydrodynamic turbulence, is computed
by summing Eðmx;my;mzÞ over concentric shells of
thickness δ (here, unity) in the Hermite index space.
That is, PðmÞ ¼

P
m−1=2<jm0j≤mþ1=2Eðm0Þ.

FIG. 2. (a) Ion velocity distribution function, obtained from the
MMS interpolating the function over a Hermite grid (data from
t ¼ 80 s in Fig. 1) and averaging over the four satellites. (b) 2D
cut in the vx, vy plane, with 3D shaded contours. Panels (c), (d),
and (e) represent slices of the VDF at different times, highlighted
with stars in Fig. 1(c).

FIG. 3. (a),(b) 2D reduced Hermite spectra, indicating near
isotropy in these two velocity space planes. (c) Ensemble-
averaged (time-averaged) spectrum of the Hermite modes for
the MMS data set. The best fit to a power law (dash-dot line)m−α

gives α ∼ 1.5, with an error of ∼7%. Line with a −3=2 slope
(dashed) shown for reference. Error bars on data points are
standard error of the mean. Noise floor (lower dotted line) is
estimated using a Hermite transform of randomized signal in
velocity.
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3D Hermite transform of ion velocity distributions 
[Servidio+ (2017) PRL]

𝜓2 𝑣 =
𝐻2

𝑣 − 𝑢
𝑣67
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𝐻2 𝑣 = −1 2exp	(𝑣@)
𝑑2

𝑑𝑣2 exp	(−𝑣
@)

Can examine the “spectrum” of velocity space 
deformations, which seems to follow phenomenological 
scalings.

Follow-up numerical work has examined the 
relationship of the Hermite spectrum with intermittent 
structure [Pezzi+ (2018) Phys. Plasmas]

Servidio+ (2017) PRL
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Velocity Space Structure of the Turbulence

Sorriso-Valvo+ [(2019) PRL] categorize different 
distribution function morphologies (e.g., beams, 
heating) and compare with local measures of turbulent 
dissipation

subintervals. Panel (E) illustrates the bursty, intermittent
nature of ε. A representation of the energy flow across scales
is provided by the scalogram of the LET, shown in panel (F).
The energy path across scales is clearly visible, as well as the
small-scale intermittent structures (the bright regions at small
scales) that contain a large fraction of energy. Intense, small-
scale LETevents often present a double channel of positive-
negative energy flux (see, e.g., around t ¼ 36∶01), revealing
the complexity of the energy transport mechanism [61,63].
Upon averaging over the whole ensemble of 53 sub-

intervals, the scale-dependent third-order moment [Eq. (1)]
is approximately in agreement with the linear prediction
[Eq. (1)], as evidenced in the Supplemental Material [79],
and provides a mean energy transfer rate hεi ≃ 53"
8 MJkg−1 s−1, compatible with previous observations in
the magnetosheath [55]. To our knowledge, this is the first
observation of the Politano-Pouquet law inside the Earth
magnetospheric boundary layer. Notice that the standard
deviation of the LET at the bottom of the inertial range
(Δt ¼ 1.2 s) is σ ¼ 3016 MJkg−1 s−1, indicating that the
local flux fluctuations are much larger than the average
energy flux estimated through Eq. (1). This suggests an
analogy between LET and the highly fluctuating transfer
functions obtained from the nonlinear term of the fluid
equations, whose integral provides the average energy
flux [80,81].
In order to investigate the connection between the

turbulent energy being transferred towards small scales
and the deformation of the ion VDF at smaller scales, and
therefore to provide evidence of the feedback of fluid on
kinetic dynamics, we identified 94 positive and 94 negative
peaks of LET by setting the two thresholds ε > θþσ and
ε < θ−σ. Here θþ ¼ 1.3 and θ− ¼ −1.2 are the threshold
values in units of LET standard deviation, the subscripts
indicating the positive or negative LET ensemble. At the
time of each peak, the ion VDF was smoothed over 0.45 s
(i.e., averaging over three data points) in order to reduce
measurement noise, and then normalized to the local
thermal speed vth. Two-dimensional cuts of each VDF
were visually examined in order to identify possible
features and deviation from Maxwellian. All selected
VDFs were then classified according to the following
categories: (i) quasi-Maxwellian, (ii) presence of broad
particle energization (here simply labeled as “heating”
[82]), (iii) presence of one or two beams [83–85], and
(iv) other uncategorized features. Examples of classes (ii)
and (iii) are visible in the two-dimensional cuts in the
v⊥2 − vk plane shown in Fig. 2, where the velocity
components are with respect to the local magnetic field,
one of the events above the threshold presents Maxwellian
VDF (see Table I). Broad particle energization (panel A)
is the most common feature (more than two-thirds of the
cases), while beams (panel B) are clearly visible in about
27% of the cases. Note that beams are more likely
generated by a positive local energy transfer.

In order to compare the statistics with occurrence rates
corresponding to small LET values, we have randomly
selected 188 VDFs with jεj < 10−3σ. More than half of
these are roughly quasi-Maxwellian, confirming that lower
energy transfer results inweaker deviation fromMaxwellian;
heating is seen for about one fourth of the cases, and only
one sixth show presence of beams. Results shown in Figure 2
and collected in Table I demonstrate that the particle VDFs
are characterized by more evident non-Maxwellian features
in the proximity of larger turbulent energy transfer [13,23,
25–27,86,87]. Unlike the other aforementioned proxies,
the ratio εe=c ¼ εe=εc allows us to establish whether the
cascading energy driving the kinetic processes is dominated
by strong gradients, such as current sheets and vorticity
filaments (jεe=cj > 1, found in about two thirds of the cases),
or rather by Alfvénic-like, aligned fluctuations (jεe=cj < 1,
as in one third of the cases). Figure 3 shows the distribution
of VDFs with beams or heating as a function of the total (ε)
and partial (εc or εe=c) energy transfer rates.
The top panel of Fig. 3 shows that heating is increasingly

dominating for larger energy transfer, while most of the
beams are approximately limited to 1σ ≲ jεj≲ 3σ. This
seems to indicate that a particularly intense energy transfer
may prevent the generation of ordered particle energization,
such as beams. A closer look reveals that the large majority
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FIG. 2. Examples of 2D cuts of the 3D ion VDF, measured
at LET peaks at 10∶42:32.78 UT (A) and 10∶07:45.82 UT (B).
Here vk is directed along the local magnetic field and v⊥;2 ¼
v̂ × ðv̂ × b̂Þ, where v̂ ¼ v=jvj and b̂ ¼ B=jBj. In each panel, the
type of VDF is indicated, along with the LET value in standard
deviation units. Axes are normalized to the thermal velocity vth.
The white crosses in panel (B) represent the local value of the
normalized Alfvén velocity vA.

TABLE I. Occurrence rate of each VDF class measured at
positive and negative LET peaks and for jεj < 10−3σ.

Classes jεj ∼ 0 ε > θþσ ε < θ−σ

q-Maxwellian 0.57 0.00 0.00
Heating 0.26 0.63 0.76
Beams 0.17 0.33 0.21
Other 0.00 0.04 0.03
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Despite its approximated nature, conditional analysis
of temperature profiles in the proximity of LET peaks
performed on Helios 2 SW data [40] and on hybrid Vlasov-
Maxwell or fully kinetic particle-in-cell numerical simu-
lations [41,64] has recently shown that the proxy correctly
identifies regions of enhanced kinetic processes, mostly in
agreement with standard methods.
In this Letter, we use measurements provided by the

Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) mission [65]. The
unprecedented high cadence for ions [66] and magnetic
fields [67] allows us to explore in depth the link between
the MHD energy cascade and the kinetic processes
associated with deviations from Maxwellian distribution
functions.
On September 8, 2015, MMS was located in the dusk-

side magnetopause, moving from the low-latitude boun-
dary layer into the magnetosheath, between 10∶07:04 UT
and 11∶25:34 UT. During this period the spacecraft orbit
experienced multiple crossings of the large-scale vortices
generated by the Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) instability.
Crossings were revealed by several ion-scale periodic
current sheets [68], separating the hotter plasma inside
the magnetosphere from the denser boundary layer.
Turbulence in the boundary layer intervals was studied
in depth, showing the presence of a well-defined inertial
range and intermittency [69], after validating the Taylor
hypothesis. In this Letter, we have selected 53 of these
boundary layer subintervals, carefully excluding the peri-
odic current sheets and magnetosheath regions based on
high temperature and low density, and having relatively
stationary fields. This resulted in intervals between 10 s
and 150 s long, which provide a noncontinuous ensemble
of turbulent plasma [69,70], with typical ion-cyclotron
frequency fci ≃ 1 Hz and magnetic fluctuation level
δBrms=B0 ≃ 0.15. The ion plasma βi ¼ 2v2th=v

2
A, with the

thermal speed vth ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kBTp=mp

p
and the Alfvén speed

vA ¼ B=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4πρ

p
, is around unity, fluctuating in the range

0.5–1.5. Magnetic fluctuations display a robust −5=3
power-law spectrum in the MHD range of scales (see
the Supplemental Material [71]), approximately between
0.04 and 0.4 Hz, followed by a steeper −3.2 spectral
exponent in the ion range [69]. Structure function analysis
(not shown) reveals that intermittency is also observed.
Substantial electrostatic wave activity was also identified
throughout the interval [69,77].
The proxy εðt;ΔtÞ given in Eq. (2) was computed at

different scales Δt using the MMS1 [78] spacecraft
velocity, magnetic field, and density measurements for
the turbulent regions of the 53 subintervals described above
[69]. Note that the sample under analysis is generally
compressible. Based on recent results, compressibility
should result in enhanced transfer in the locations where
compressive effects are stronger [45,52,55]. Nevertheless,
here we use the incompressible proxy as a first-approach
approximation, deferring the extension to a more complete,

compressible version to future work. Measurements of
the ion distribution functions and moments are provided by
the fast plasma investigation (FPI) instrument [66], cover-
ing an energy range of [0.1–30] keV, with cadence of
150 ms. Magnetic field were measured by the Flux-Gate
magnetometers (FGM) [67], with a cadence of 128 Hz, and
were carefully synchronized to the plasma data. The local
longitudinal direction was determined as the average speed
evaluated over 30 s running windows, of the order of the
velocity correlation scale [69]. In the following, we will
focus on the scale Δt ¼ 1.2 s, located near the transition
between the fluid and the ion kinetic scales [69]. At such
scales, the third-order law is still valid, so that the local
proxy LET gives a reasonable description of the rate at
which energy is locally transferred, being available to
excite smaller scales processes. Note that the LET is
indicative of nonlinear transport and does not include
the possible eddies temporal distortion. In order to simplify
the notation, the LET explicit t and Δt dependency will be
dropped in the following.
Panels (A)–(D) of Fig. 1 show MMS measurements of

several quantities in one of the 53 selected boundary layer
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FIG. 1. A one-minute subsample from the MMS1 data interval,
starting at 10∶35:21.359 UT on 2015-09-08. Thick vertical gray
lines enclose one of the subintervals used for the analysis. Panel
A: velocity components (geocentric solar magnetospheric frame,
GSM); B: magnetic field components (GSM); C: ion density and
temperature; D: ion plasma βi; E: ε, εe, and εc at Δt ¼ 1.2 s, with
the indication of the two thresholds θþσ and θ−σ as blue
horizontal dotted lines; F: the scalogram of ε, the horizontal
dashed lines indicating the scaleΔt ¼ 1.2 s. The dashed or dotted
vertical lines in all panels and the markers in panels C and E
indicate the VDFs observed for this subinterval, separately for
beams (blue diamonds and dashed line) and heating (dark orange
circles and dotted line).
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Novel Measurements of Dissipation

Figure 1. Strong turbulence in the Earthʼs magnetotail. (a) Omnidirectional ion flux (intensity) as a function of energy (vertical axis) and time (horizontal axis). The
energy range is from 60 to 600 keV. Data from all four MMS spacecraft are combined to form this plot. (b) Omnidirectional ion differential energy flux as a function
of energy and time. The energy range is from 10 eV to 25 keV. (c) Omnidirectional electron flux as a function of energy and time. The energy range is from 50 to
500 keV. (d) Omnidirectional electron differential energy flux as a function of energy and time. The energy range is from 10 eV to 25 keV. (e) B in GSE coordinates.
The color code is to the right of the box. (f) E in GSE coordinates. (g) Vion in GSE coordinates. (h) Electron density. (i) Interpretation of turbulent region 1. Magnetic
reconnection (and the accompanying turbulent region) is observed to retreat tailward at 100–200 km s−1 (Ergun et al. 2018). (j) Relative positions of the MMS
satellite, position of MMS1, and separation distances. At the bottom right is a table of the average values of the plasma parameters.

3

The Astrophysical Journal, 898:154 (13pp), 2020 August 1 Ergun et al.

of B (~0.1 nT). The residual calculation,<∇ · B/μo>RMS = 3.5 nA/m2, has a nearly Gaussian distribution about 0,
which supports the uncertainty of ~0.01 μA/m2 (3σ) for individual measurements.

E has a DC accuracy of<2 mV/m in the spin plane components and< 4 mV/m in the axial component during
this period. However, uncertainty in gain of the E signals can yield up to 5% errors. As a result, JBC · EBC
(Figure 1n) has an accuracy of ~0.5 nW/m3 for individual measurements. Long-term averages can have

Figure 2. (a) B power spectral density (thick orange-yellow line) averaged over the ~18-min period in Figure 1 (left column).
The vertical dashed lines represent the average fci and the average flh. The colored lines are power law fits to specific
frequency bands. Strong, short-duration whistler emissions can be seen at ~100 Hz and ~400 Hz. (b) E power spectral
density. (c) A plot of (J · E)T/〈n〉 as a function |E| over the ~17.5-min periodmarked in Figure 1 (left column). The black trace is
the sum of positive occurrences of (J · E)T , whereas the dark green trace is the sum of negative occurrences. The difference
between the traces is the net energy exchange. The blue trace is the sum of positive occurrences of (J⊥ · E⊥)T , and the
light green trace is the sum of negative occurrences. The red and orange traces show the positive and negative contri-
butions of (J‖E‖)T. (d) The black trace is the contribution of 〈J · E〉/〈n〉 after J and E are each separated into 16 passbands.
Error bars are described in the text. The red trace represents 〈J‖E‖〉/〈n〉, which is plotted in orange dashed lines if the
contribution is negative.
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Novel Measurements of Dissipation

It is well-established that turbulence pervades space and
astrophysical plasmas, transferring energy from the large
scales at which it is injected down to the plasma microscales

where it can be dissipated. The resulting plasma heating is
thought to be dynamically important in a number of systems, e.g.,
the solar corona and solar wind1, the interstellar medium2, and
galaxy clusters3, although it is not yet known which physical
dissipation mechanisms are responsible. It is therefore a major
open question as to how turbulent plasma heating occurs,
although due to the weakly collisional nature of these plasmas, it
is inevitably through a series of different microphysical plasma
processes. In this paper, we apply a field-particle correlation
technique to in situ spacecraft data to investigate the first step in
the thermalisation process: the mechanism by which energy is
transferred from the turbulent electromagnetic field to the plasma
particles.

The solar wind provides an ideal opportunity to study turbu-
lent heating, due to the high-resolution in situ measurements
available, and several different mechanisms have been proposed.
Early suggestions4 invoked cyclotron damping to enable per-
pendicular ion energisation5–7. The realisation that the turbulence
could have a substantial k⊥ component led also to suggestions of
Landau damping8,9 and later work predicted that this would be
dominant over cyclotron damping10–12 due to the anisotropic
nature of the turbulent cascade13–15. Many models now incor-
porate the effect of both ion and electron Landau damping16–20,
although recent work has raised interesting questions about how
effective this is in turbulent systems21–24. Non-resonant
mechanisms have also been proposed, most notably stochastic
heating25–27, which leads to the broadening of particle distribu-
tions in a stochastic field. It has also been suggested that dis-
sipation is localised at structures, such as reconnecting current
sheets28,29, vortices30,31, and double layers32, although the ques-
tion remains which dissipation processes would occur within
such structures33–38.

Various observational evidence has been presented for the
above mechanisms, although to date this has been somewhat
indirect. For example, evidence for cyclotron damping has been
based on the wavenumber of the ion-scale break in the turbulence
spectrum4,39–43, the shape of contours in the ion distributions44,45,
or correlations between species temperatures and drifts46–48.
Similarly, evidence for stochastic heating has been based on
relationships between measured temperatures and turbulence
amplitudes49–51. Localised enhancements in temperature28,52,53
and work done on the particles28,29,53 have also been cited as
evidence for dissipation at structures.

In this paper, we present a direct measurement of the secular
transfer of energy from the turbulent electromagnetic field at
kinetic scales to the electrons as a function of the electron velo-
city. This velocity-space signature allows the different heating
mechanisms to be identified, and here is found to be consistent
with electron Landau damping.

Results
Data set. Data from the Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS)
mission54 were used, when the spacecraft were in the Earth’s
magnetosheath on 16 October 2015 09:24:11–09:25:21. The
mean plasma parameters at this time were: magnetic field
strength B ≈ 39 nT, number density ni ≈ ne ≈ 14 cm−3, bulk
velocity ui ≈ ue ≈ 180 km s−1, and temperatures Tjji ! 150 eV,
T⊥i ≈ 240 eV, Tjje ! 22 eV, T⊥e ≈ 23 eV. These correspond to
average plasma betas βi ≈ 0.80 and βe ≈ 0.088 (where βs=
2μ0nskBTs/B2). Magnetic field data were measured by FGM55

and SCM56, electric field data by SDP57 and ADP58, and par-
ticle data by FPI59. All data in this paper are from MMS3 and

the turbulence measured during this time period was previously
characterised60.

Here, we focus on the energy transfer to the electrons, which
were measured at 30 ms resolution, resulting in a total of 2333
three-dimensional velocity distributions. The average of these,
f0e= 〈fe〉, is shown in Fig. 1a, in the frame in which the mean
electron bulk flow is zero and in a coordinate system in which v||
is parallel to the global mean field B0= 〈B〉, v? ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
v2?1 þ v2?2

p
,

and vth;e ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2kBTe=me

p
is the isotropic electron thermal speed.

In the conversion from measured energy bin to particle velocity,
the mean spacecraft potential (relative to the plasma) of +4.2 V
was subtracted to compensate for the energy gain of the electrons
arriving at the positively charged spacecraft. Note that data are
unavailable for the central part of the distribution with v≲0:5vth;e.

Measuring secular energy transfer. The energy transfer was
measured by calculating C′

Ejj;e
ðvÞ ¼ hqevjjEjjfei (see Equation (5)

of the Methods section) at each point of the measured electron
distributions, with the average taken over the whole interval. For
the parallel electric field E||, the time series of electric field vectors
(measured at ≈0.12 ms resolution) was first Lorentz transformed
to the zero mean bulk velocity frame61, averaged down to 30 ms
resolution, then the component parallel to B0 taken. The E||
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Fig. 1 Measured average electron distribution and field-particle energy
transfer rates. a Average electron distribution f0e. b Alternative energy
transfer rate C′
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rate using δfe and high-pass-filtered (at 1 Hz) E||
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measurement here remains above the instrumental noise level for
frequencies ≲100Hz, which covers the range used for the cor-
relation measurement. Since FPI was operating in interleave
mode, in which alternate distributions were sampled at different
points in velocity space59, C′

Ejj;e
ðvÞ was calculated separately for

each of the two sets of distributions. This results in an effective
lower time resolution of 60 ms (corresponding to a maximum
wavenumber kρi ≈ 34, where ρi is the ion gyroradius, under the
Taylor hypothesis) but greater coverage in velocity space when
recombined. The resulting energy transfer measure, combined,
binned, and averaged in ðvjj; v?Þ space, is shown in Fig. 1b. To
ensure reliability, distribution measurements with fewer than
three particle counts and greater than 20% data gaps in time were
excluded, leading to the reduced coverage.

Figure 1b shows a clear signature roughly antisymmetric about
v||= 0. However, this is likely due to the large-scale wave-like
oscillation that dominates the energy transfer62–64. As discussed
in the Methods section, part of the technique is to average out this
oscillation to leave the secular transfer; however, in a turbulent
spectrum, averaging over longer times leads to larger-scale
oscillations dominating the transfer measurement. Instead, the
E|| time series was high-pass filtered at 1 Hz to allow sufficient
averaging for fluctuations above this frequency, but eliminate
contamination from lower-frequency oscillations. This filtering
means that any form of energy transfer in modes below 1 Hz is
not measured by the technique. Together with the finite time
resolution of the data discussed earlier, this means that the
method is sensitive only to energy transfer in a specific range of
spacecraft-frame frequencies, corresponding to 2≲kρi≲34 under
the Taylor hypothesis, which covers the majority of the kinetic

range between the ion and electron gyroscales. In addition, the
fluctuating distribution δfe= fe− f0e was used, which removes the
constant velocity-space structure that does not contribute to the
small-scale energy transfer. The result is shown in Fig. 1c. It can
be seen that the peak is more than an order of magnitude smaller,
as expected for the secular transfer, and a qualitatively different
pattern emerges: a symmetric pair of bipolar signatures at the
thermal speed, evocative of Landau damping. As discussed in the
Methods section, other mechanisms would produce a qualita-
tively different signature.

To check whether this signature is coherent over time (which
it should be for secular transfer and not for oscillatory transfer),
the period was divided into ten subintervals and the same
analysis applied to each. Since the structure is mainly in v||,
a reduced energy transfer measure was calculated, C′

Ejj;e
ðvjjÞ ¼R

C′
Ejj;e

ðvÞ d2v?, which is shown in Fig. 2a as a function of time.
Due to the significant amount of averaging resulting in a less
noisy signal, this could now be converted to the energy transfer
rate specified in Equation (4) using the relation

CEjj;e
ðvjjÞ ¼ $

vjj
2

∂C′
Ejj;e

ðvjjÞ
∂vjj

þ
C′
Ejj;e

ðvjjÞ
2

; ð1Þ

which is shown in Fig. 2b. It can be seen that the symmetric
bipolar pattern is indeed coherent over time, consistent with
secular energy transfer to the electrons. The time average is
shown in Fig. 2c, where the signatures consistent with electron
Landau damping are present at velocities & ± vth;e.

Finally, the curve in Fig. 2c was integrated over vjj to obtain the
net rate of secular transfer of energy density to the electrons
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Novel Measurements of Dissipation

δb ∼ 14 nT, so that δb=B0 ∼ 0.8. The interval displays
standard features of well-developed turbulence, as previ-
ously studied in detail [27].
We compare the MMS observations with the results from

a 2.5-dimensional, fully kinetic, particle-in-cell (PIC)
simulation [7]. The simulation has 81922 grid points, with
systems size L ¼ 102.4di, βp ¼ βe ¼ 0.1, mp=me ¼ 25,
δB=B0 ¼ 1=5. We emphasize that no attempt is made to
align the simulation parameters with those of the magneto-
sheath. In fact, one may note that the parameters like
plasma beta, magnetic fluctuation amplitude are rather
different from the particular interval analyzed here, and
magnetosheath conditions [28] in general.
In this Letter, we are interested in the statistics of

pressure strain interaction Pi-D≡ −ΠijDij, which repre-
sents the incompressive channel of energy transfer into
heat. The computation of Dij requires computation of
velocity derivatives. The small separation in tetrahedron
formation allows us to employ a straightforward variation
of the curlometer technique [29], enabling evaluation of
the velocity strain tensor. Several previous studies have
found that the curlometer technique is usually accurate for
MMS data in the magnetosheath, e.g., Refs. [30–32],
although for some particular events, such as near large
spatial gradients, the method may not be satisfactory [33].
For this particular interval, however, we find a reasonable
agreement between the particle-velocity and curlometer
current (see Supplemental Material [24]). The small

elongation (E ∼ 0.3) and planarity (P ∼ 0.4) parameter
values of the MMS tetrahedron configuration indicate
adequate spatial coverage of the fluctuations [34], so that
one expects that the results are reliable. The pressure
tensor is averaged over the four MMS spacecraft. The
different temporal cadence of the MMS electron and ion
measurements might, in principle, affect the comparison
of the heating channels. However, we have found that the
following results remain qualitatively unchanged, when
performed with the electron data resampled to ion cadence
(see Supplemental Material [24]).
The proton and electron Pi-D, normalized by their rms

fluctuations, are shown in Fig. 1, along with normalized
current density. The intermittency of Pi-D is evident in the
burstiness of these signals, with enhanced values concen-
trated in thin, sheetlike structures, occurring near enhanced
current density values.
We emphasize that Pi-D is a signed quantity in

collisionless plasmas, as energy may be transferred into
or out of the collective fluid motion. While pointwise

FIG. 1. Normalized Pi-D, −ΠijDij=ð−ΠijDijÞrms, for proton
and electron, and normalized current, Qj ¼ ð1=4Þj2=hj2i from
PIC simulations (top) and a sample of MMS data (bottom).

TABLE I. Turbulent heating measures from estimated evaluations at different scales.

ϵvon Karman (J m−3 s−1) ϵinertial (J m−3 s−1) hPi − Dpi (J m−3 s−1) hPi − Dei (J m−3 s−1)

ð12.8$ 0.4Þ × 10−14 ð9.4$ 0.3Þ × 10−14 ð5$ 2Þ × 10−13 ð4$ 1Þ × 10−13

FIG. 2. Probability distribution functions of Pi-D for protons
(red solid line) as well as electrons (blue, dashed line) in (top) PIC
simulations and (bottom) the magnetosheath from MMS data.
The Pi-D values are normalized to the estimate of large-scale
decay rate ϵ (see text.) A tendency for protons to have slightly
larger Pi-D can be seen. A slight preference for having higher
positive tails is clear for both species.

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 124, 255101 (2020)
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these quantities are not sign definite, the expectation is that
when there is net dissipation and heating, the appropriate
sign indicating net transfer into random motions will be
favored. In contrast, in the case of viscous dissipation in
collisional media, the Pi-D is positive definite by construc-
tion. Nevertheless, the computed mean value for Pi-D over
the MMS interval is, for protons, h−ΠijDiji ¼ 4.8×
10−13 Jm−3 s−1, and, for electrons, 4.5 × 10−13 Jm−3 s−1.
This indicates a net transfer of energy from turbulence into
random internal degrees of freedom during this interval.
To establish a clear connection of the collisionless dis-

sipation measure, Pi-D, with the fluid-scale energy transfer
rates, we compare the net (averaged) Pi-D with the MHD
measures of decay rate. We evaluate the von Kármán law
and third-order law, in a manner similar to that performed in
[35]. Table I reports the approximate values of energy-
transfer rate, obtained from the three constructs, at different
ranges of scale, and the proton and electron Pi-D averages.
There is a reasonable level of agreement among the

three measures, indicating an approximate validity of the
general scheme of fluid-scale energy cascade, eventually
heating the protons and electrons. Variability is likely due
to poor statistics, anisotropy of the turbulence, and the
possibility of coupling with the compressive channel of

energy conversion. A detailed statistical survey with
many MMS intervals would help to clarify some of these
issues.
The average rate of incompressive heating as well as

associated fluctuations may also be seen by examining the
probability distribution functions (PDFs) of Pi-D for both
species, illustrated in Fig. 2. To make a more direct com-
parison of the simulation and observation, we normalize the
Pi-D values to the global decay rates, ϵ. In simulations, this
is evaluated simply by computing the rate of change of total
(magneticþ flow) energy, and for MMS data the von
Kármán estimate (Table I) is used. The curves are highly
non-Gaussian, providing an additional indication of the
intermittent distribution of Pi-D. The total kurtosis, defined
for variable x as κ ¼ hðx − hxiÞ4i=hðx − hxiÞ2i2, is 24.6
for the ion Pi-D and 41.6 for the electron Pi-D. The high
values of kurtosis reflect the strong intermittency in these
variables.
The burstiness of Pi-D, as seen in Fig. 1, suggests

correlations with current density, as well as other physical
quantities, such as vorticity ðω ¼ ∇ × uÞ and symmetric
velocity strain ðDijÞ, which often exhibit similar nonuniform
distribution in plasmas. We can examine such possibilities
by studying the spatial concentration of Pi-D in comparison
with Dij, ω, and j. We normalize the three second-order
invariants as Qω ¼ ð1=4Þω2=hω2i, QD ¼ ð1=4ÞDijDij=
hDijDiji, and Qj ¼ ð1=4Þj2=hj2i. The invariant Qω

FIG. 3. Joint probability distribution function of the normalized
second invariants, Qω ¼ ð1=4Þω2=hω2i, QD ¼ ð1=4ÞDijDij=
hDijDiji, and Qj ¼ ð1=4Þj2=hj2i for electrons (left column)
and protons (right column) from PIC data [8]. Pearson correlation
coefficient (r) is shown for each panel.

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3, but obtained from MMS observations.
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fully kinetic treatment is required [1,3]. For weak colli-
sionality, the usual sign-definite dissipation functions that
emerge from Chapman-Enskog ordering are no longer
applicable and consequently, the entire subject of dissipa-
tion of turbulence and subsequent heating becomes chal-
lenging and even elusive. Even if turbulent dissipation is
considered a leading candidate for explaining the heating of
space plasmas, questions remain, such as the following:
What are the rates of transfer of energy through the
available kinetic channels? or perhaps, How is the turbulent
fluctuation energy transferred into internal degrees of
freedom of various plasma species? We examine these
questions, adopting a statistical approach, using the unique
capabilities of the Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS)
mission [4–6]. We are particularly interested in comparing
the observational results with recently reported similar
analyses obtained from kinetic plasma simulation [7,8],
and this direct approach is enabled by the high-resolution,
multispacecraft data that the MMS mission provides.
When equations of energy exchange are computed from

the hierarchy of the Vlasov-Maxwell equations, one finds
[7,8], for each species, here labeled by α,

∂tE
f
α þ∇ · ðEf

αuα þ Pα · uαÞ ¼ ðPα ·∇Þ · uα þ nαqαE · uα:

ð1Þ

∂tEth
α þ∇ · ðEth

α uα þ hαÞ ¼ −ðPα ·∇Þ · uα: ð2Þ

∂tEm þ c
4π

∇ · ðE ×BÞ ¼ −E · j ð3Þ

where qα is the charge, nα is the number density, uα is the
velocity, Ef

α is the flow energy, Pα is the pressure tensor, Eth
α

is the trace of pressure tensor designating internal energy,
and hα is the heat flux for the species α. Em is the
electromagnetic energy, E is the electric field, B is the
magnetic field, and j is the current density. The divergence
terms are responsible for transporting energy spatially but
they do not convert energy from one form to another.
Furthermore, their effects integrate (by Gauss’s law) to a
surface effect for any finite volume. Therefore they have no
net contribution for infinite (or very large) system size or
for periodic boundary conditions (relevant for simulations).
The basic physics embodied in Eqs. (1)–(3) is as follows:

The term that converts energy between electromagnetic
fields and particles is the well known j · E term. However it
is clear from Eqs. (1) and (2) that j ·E only converts energy
between fields and the bulk flow of each species of
particles, but not into the internal energy. The only term
that converts energy into internal energy is the pressure
strain interaction PS ¼ −ðPα · ∇Þ · uα that converts bulk
flow energy into internal energy of each species. This
conversion of form of energy into internal energy is what
we mean by “dissipation.” This effect has been shown [8,9]

to occur at kinetic scales, hence the terminology “kinetic
dissipation.”
The PS interaction can be further decomposed into

two parts: −ðP ·∇Þ · u ¼ −pδij∂jui − ðPij − pδijÞ∂jui ¼
−pθ − ΠijDij; where p ¼ 1

3Pii, Πij ¼ Pij − pδij, θ ¼
∇ · u and Dij ¼ 1

2 ð∂iuj þ ∂juiÞ − 1
3 θδij. Here, δij is the

Kronecker delta function. The pθ term is the familiar
dilatation term responsible for compressive heating and
cooling in fluid models. The term involving the traceless
tensor Π becomes the viscous term via the Chapman-
Enskog expansion in the collisional limit. In case of
collisionless systems, this term does not have a closure but
can be explicitly evaluated in simulations and multispace-
craft datasets such as MMS. We call this the −ΠijDij term,
including the “−” sign, as the “Pi-D” interaction [10,11].
Pi-D acts intermittently in kinetic plasmas near intense

intermittent structures such as strong current sheets, recon-
nection sites [8,9,12,13], and vorticity concentrations [14].
Shearing magnetic islands produce intense current sheets,
which in turn produce quadrupole vortex structures nearby
[15,16]. Vorticity is the antisymmetric part of the velocity
strain tensor and does not contribute to a full contraction
with the symmetric tensor Πij. In plasma turbulence,
vorticity concentrations can be produced by velocity shear,
as it occurs in hydrodynamics, and also by reconnectionlike
activity near current sheets, which is known to produce
nearby quadrupolar vortex structures in both 2D [15,16]
and 3D [17,18] numerical experiments. In large Reynolds
number turbulence these vortices are stretched into sheet-
like structures, generating symmetric strain Dij [7,11,16].
The association [16] of vortex structures, co-located con-
centrations of symmetric strain, and nearby electric current
density has been demonstrated in 2D and 3D simulations
[8,16,19]. This complex set of dynamical couplings
appears to be generic, and provides an explanation for
the connection between vorticity and heating [11,16,20].
Notably, recent magnetosheath observations have revealed
a new type of coherent structures, namely, electron vortex
magnetic holes [21–23], which show correlation of electron
vorticity with the increase of electron temperature, making
them a possible candidate for electron heating.
To cover a large statistical sample of the turbulent

magnetosheath plasma, here we focus on a 40-min
MMS burst-mode interval between 06:12:43 and
06:52:23 UTC on 26 December 2017, encompassing
several (∼400) correlation scales. At this time, the inter-
planetary solar wind had an average magnetic field of 6 nT,
flow speed 450 km s−1, and density 6 cm−3. The MMS
spacecraft, separated by∼20 km (∼1=2 ion-inertial length),
were downstream ð∼1 REÞ of the quasiparallel bow shock.
See Supplemental Material [24] for the location of MMS
with respect to nominal magnetopause [25] and bowshock
[26]. The magnetosheath interval has a flow speed of
238 km s−1, a density of 22 cm−3, and a proton beta 4.5.
The average magnetic field is B0 ∼ 18 nT with fluctuations
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fully kinetic treatment is required [1,3]. For weak colli-
sionality, the usual sign-definite dissipation functions that
emerge from Chapman-Enskog ordering are no longer
applicable and consequently, the entire subject of dissipa-
tion of turbulence and subsequent heating becomes chal-
lenging and even elusive. Even if turbulent dissipation is
considered a leading candidate for explaining the heating of
space plasmas, questions remain, such as the following:
What are the rates of transfer of energy through the
available kinetic channels? or perhaps, How is the turbulent
fluctuation energy transferred into internal degrees of
freedom of various plasma species? We examine these
questions, adopting a statistical approach, using the unique
capabilities of the Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS)
mission [4–6]. We are particularly interested in comparing
the observational results with recently reported similar
analyses obtained from kinetic plasma simulation [7,8],
and this direct approach is enabled by the high-resolution,
multispacecraft data that the MMS mission provides.
When equations of energy exchange are computed from

the hierarchy of the Vlasov-Maxwell equations, one finds
[7,8], for each species, here labeled by α,

∂tE
f
α þ∇ · ðEf

αuα þ Pα · uαÞ ¼ ðPα ·∇Þ · uα þ nαqαE · uα:

ð1Þ

∂tEth
α þ∇ · ðEth

α uα þ hαÞ ¼ −ðPα ·∇Þ · uα: ð2Þ

∂tEm þ c
4π

∇ · ðE ×BÞ ¼ −E · j ð3Þ

where qα is the charge, nα is the number density, uα is the
velocity, Ef

α is the flow energy, Pα is the pressure tensor, Eth
α

is the trace of pressure tensor designating internal energy,
and hα is the heat flux for the species α. Em is the
electromagnetic energy, E is the electric field, B is the
magnetic field, and j is the current density. The divergence
terms are responsible for transporting energy spatially but
they do not convert energy from one form to another.
Furthermore, their effects integrate (by Gauss’s law) to a
surface effect for any finite volume. Therefore they have no
net contribution for infinite (or very large) system size or
for periodic boundary conditions (relevant for simulations).
The basic physics embodied in Eqs. (1)–(3) is as follows:

The term that converts energy between electromagnetic
fields and particles is the well known j · E term. However it
is clear from Eqs. (1) and (2) that j ·E only converts energy
between fields and the bulk flow of each species of
particles, but not into the internal energy. The only term
that converts energy into internal energy is the pressure
strain interaction PS ¼ −ðPα · ∇Þ · uα that converts bulk
flow energy into internal energy of each species. This
conversion of form of energy into internal energy is what
we mean by “dissipation.” This effect has been shown [8,9]

to occur at kinetic scales, hence the terminology “kinetic
dissipation.”
The PS interaction can be further decomposed into

two parts: −ðP ·∇Þ · u ¼ −pδij∂jui − ðPij − pδijÞ∂jui ¼
−pθ − ΠijDij; where p ¼ 1

3Pii, Πij ¼ Pij − pδij, θ ¼
∇ · u and Dij ¼ 1

2 ð∂iuj þ ∂juiÞ − 1
3 θδij. Here, δij is the

Kronecker delta function. The pθ term is the familiar
dilatation term responsible for compressive heating and
cooling in fluid models. The term involving the traceless
tensor Π becomes the viscous term via the Chapman-
Enskog expansion in the collisional limit. In case of
collisionless systems, this term does not have a closure but
can be explicitly evaluated in simulations and multispace-
craft datasets such as MMS. We call this the −ΠijDij term,
including the “−” sign, as the “Pi-D” interaction [10,11].
Pi-D acts intermittently in kinetic plasmas near intense

intermittent structures such as strong current sheets, recon-
nection sites [8,9,12,13], and vorticity concentrations [14].
Shearing magnetic islands produce intense current sheets,
which in turn produce quadrupole vortex structures nearby
[15,16]. Vorticity is the antisymmetric part of the velocity
strain tensor and does not contribute to a full contraction
with the symmetric tensor Πij. In plasma turbulence,
vorticity concentrations can be produced by velocity shear,
as it occurs in hydrodynamics, and also by reconnectionlike
activity near current sheets, which is known to produce
nearby quadrupolar vortex structures in both 2D [15,16]
and 3D [17,18] numerical experiments. In large Reynolds
number turbulence these vortices are stretched into sheet-
like structures, generating symmetric strain Dij [7,11,16].
The association [16] of vortex structures, co-located con-
centrations of symmetric strain, and nearby electric current
density has been demonstrated in 2D and 3D simulations
[8,16,19]. This complex set of dynamical couplings
appears to be generic, and provides an explanation for
the connection between vorticity and heating [11,16,20].
Notably, recent magnetosheath observations have revealed
a new type of coherent structures, namely, electron vortex
magnetic holes [21–23], which show correlation of electron
vorticity with the increase of electron temperature, making
them a possible candidate for electron heating.
To cover a large statistical sample of the turbulent

magnetosheath plasma, here we focus on a 40-min
MMS burst-mode interval between 06:12:43 and
06:52:23 UTC on 26 December 2017, encompassing
several (∼400) correlation scales. At this time, the inter-
planetary solar wind had an average magnetic field of 6 nT,
flow speed 450 km s−1, and density 6 cm−3. The MMS
spacecraft, separated by∼20 km (∼1=2 ion-inertial length),
were downstream ð∼1 REÞ of the quasiparallel bow shock.
See Supplemental Material [24] for the location of MMS
with respect to nominal magnetopause [25] and bowshock
[26]. The magnetosheath interval has a flow speed of
238 km s−1, a density of 22 cm−3, and a proton beta 4.5.
The average magnetic field is B0 ∼ 18 nT with fluctuations
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Examination of the “PiD” pressure-strain interactions in the 
magnetosheath [e.g., Chasapis+ (2018) ApJ; Bandyopadhyay+ (2020) PRL] 

Bandyopadhyay+ (2020) PRL
Bandyopadhyay+ (2020) PRL
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Figure 8. (a) black traces show the power spectral density of the electron density measured from FPI without spin removal. The
grey trace denotes the estimated noise floor (Gershman et al. 2018) the solid coloured lines denote the different characteristic
scales the ion cyclotron frequency fci ion Larmor radius ρi, the inertial length di, and the combined scale fρi+di . The dashed
lines show the same for the electrons. The grey dot-dashed line at 3Hz denotes the scale where the noise becomes significant. (b)
shows the spin removed electron density power spectral density and the black dot-dashed lines denote the spectral breaks. (c)
shows the spectra of the measured potential data in black while the grey denotes a different interval when ASPOC is operating.
(d) shows the electron density spectra obtained from the spacecraft potential.

seem to link to the density spectrum here as ion cyclotron waves are not compressible. The electron density estimation
from the spacecraft potential is shown in Fig 8d which allows the fitting of the sub-ion range to be performed over a
larger range of scales [0.983,40]Hz than for the FPI measurement [0.65,3]Hz. It is interesting to note is that there is
very good agreement between both measurement methods at large scales, but at smaller scales, the spectral indices
are different with the FPI measurement being significantly flatter. This is likely due to the smaller range of scales
available before instrumental noise becomes significant at 3-5Hz.
For comparison, the trace magnetic and magnitude fluctuations are also calculated from the data measured by the

Fluxgate magnetometer. The magnetic spectra are shown in Fig 10. It can be seen here that there is a flattening near
5Hz in the trace spectra and near 3Hz in the magnitude spectra. Unfortunately, the MMS search coil does not have
the required sensitivity necessary for solar wind turbulence studies at frequencies higher than 5Hz therefore we will
only use the magnetic field measurement from FGM.
The spectral break locations are found in the same manner as for the density spectra. For the trace magnetic field,

the break is closest to the combined scale (Bruno & Trenchi 2014). The error on the break in all cases is near 0.06Hz
which is calculated by propagating the errors of the two linear fits. The standard deviations of the Taylor shifted
scales are at most 0.07Hz. The results suggest that the magnetic field spectral break is closest to the combined scale
while the density and compressible magnetic fluctuations ion scale break is closest to the ion inertial scale which is the
larger of the two scales. One interpretation is that this early density break is due to kinetic slow waves which begin to
be damped at lower frequencies causing the flattening seen in the density spectra. Slow waves are not the dominant
source of power in the trace magnetic spectra. In the trace spectra, cyclotron resonance becomes important causing the

magnetic reconnection in the form of reconnection outflow
jets(Gosling et al. 2005; Gosling 2007, 2012; Osman
et al. 2014). Such case studies of individual events would be
consistent with the observed increase of intermittency of the
ion velocity at exactly those scales. Regardless of the
underlying mechanisms producing the energization suggested
by the increased intermittency of the ion velocity, this
observation suggests that intermittent magnetic field ion-scale
structures, such as current sheets, play a dominant role in
dissipation of turbulent energy in the solar wind.

5. Discussion

In this paper we have provided a first look at turbulence
statistics using MMS FPI data at scales ranging from energy-
containing scales down to proton kinetic scales. This is made
possible by the development and implementation of a time
series analysis procedure based on a spectral domain Hampel
filter followed by a phase-preserving time series reconstruction.
Specific results include first a demonstration that the electron
and proton fluid velocity spectra track the magnetic spectrum
down to the ion kinetic scales very well. However we find,
from multispacecraft estimates, that the fluctuation velocity of
electrons exceed that of ions, which further exceed the
fluctuations of magnetic field at the kinetic scales. We then
showed an application of the Politano–Pouquet third-order law,
based on Elsasser variables (which simultaneously require both
magnetic field and velocity data), also extending to kinetic
scales. At small scales the mixed, third-order structure
functions deviate from a linear scaling, clearly indicating the
prominence of kinetic effects at those scales. Finally we
explore the higher-order statistics for the solar wind proton
velocities, up to sixth-order increments, finding good qualita-
tive agreement with previously published results based only on
the magnetic field data by Chasapis et al. (2017b).

We note that, as far as we are aware, these are the first such
studies of turbulence statistics involving both velocity and
magnetic field measurements at these scales in the solar wind.
The results of the spectra suggest that ion and electron velocity
cascade follows the magnetic field spectral cascade to the
vicinity of the ion inertial length, as expected from various
theoretical studies(Sonnerup 1979; Karimabadi et al. 2013),
and inferred by observations that make use of electric field
data(Bale et al. 2005). Previously, Safrankova et al. (2013,
2015, 2016) reported spectra of ion distribution moments
extending to kinetic scales using data from the Faraday cups on
board Spektr-R spacecraft, but no magnetic field measurements
were available. A systematic comparison would be premature
at this stage since the Faraday cups and the FPI instrument
operate in fundamentally different ways. Further, we consider
only one selected solar wind interval in this paper. We plan to
take up a detailed study of a large sample of MMS solar wind
data in future. The scale-dependent kurtosis of ion velocity
shows a peak near l∼di, suggesting enhanced intermittency at
those scales. This result indicates the presence of kinetic
processes and particle energization that are associated with the
coherent structures(Tessein et al. 2013; Chasapis et al. 2018).
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Appendix
Evaluation of the Filter

As described in Section 3, for solar wind FPI moments, a
main feature is the presence of large-amplitude spikes at
specific frequencies. These features are presumed to be
instrumental in origin and probably arise from a combination
of factors. Figure 9 demonstrates the effect of applying the
Hampel filter to the ion velocity spectrum in frequency space.
Panel (a) shows the original spectrum in black (as in Figure 2),
superimposed on the spectrum corresponding to the Hampel-
filtered signal in red. Most of the narrow spikes are eliminated
except the broad peak near ≈1.625 Hz. The low-frequency part
of the spectrum remains immune to the filter, as desired. Panel
(b) shows the real-space time series (only the radial component
shown here) before this procedure and after filtering and

Figure 9. Demonstration of the effect of the Hampel filter on ion velocity.
Panel (a): spectrum of the unfiltered level 2 burst mode data is shown in
black. The plot in red is obtained after applying the Hampel filter on the
spectrum. Panel(b): reconstructed time series at different stages of the filter
procedure (only the (negative) R (radial) component of the ion velocity is
shown here). Blue: unfiltered level 2 burst mode data; red: after applying the
Hampel filter; black: low-pass cutoff at 1 Hz on the Hampel-filtered signal. The
first and last 500 points of the black line have been omitted to indicate that
those points were removed in the final analysis.
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MMS observations can be more challenging to use in the solar wind, 
but there has been work exploring how to use them for turbulence 
studies
à Filtering of the FPI measurements [Bandyopadhyay+ (2018) ApJ]
à Spacecraft potential density measurements [Roberts+ (2020) arXiv]

shifted to the bow-shock nose. The MMS and Wind estimates
of proton density, velocity (XGSE component), and temperature
are shown in the bottom three panels in Figure 2. The density
and velocity are in adequately close agreement, but significant
discrepancies exist in the proton temperature values. The FPI
estimates of temperature are significantly greater than the Wind
values. Given the known limitations of FPI in the solar wind,
we use the Wind measurements of temperature to evaluate
proton beta and other relevant parameters. The average values
of the plasma parameters are reported in Table 1.

Figure 3 shows the spacecraft-frame frequency spectrum of
the magnetic field during this period. A clear Kolmogorov
scaling ( )~ -f 5 3 can be seen at scales smaller than the
correlation length, λc (inferred from the Taylor hypothesis). A
break in spectral slope from~ -f 5 3 to~ -f 8 3 is observed near
(inferred) kinetic scales (di or ρi). Often, these scales are
associated with the dissipation scale (λdiss) in collisionless
plasmas, equivalent to the Kolmogorov scale (η) in classical
turbulence. Kinetic dissipative processes such as wave
damping are effective on these small plasma kinetic scales.
For example, Leamon et al. (2000) and Wang et al. (2018)
argued that the ion-inertial scale controls the spectral break and
onset of strong dissipation, while Bruno & Trenchi (2014)
suggested the break frequency is associated with the resonance
condition for a parallel propagating Alfvén wave. Another
possibility is that the largest of the proton kinetic scales
terminates the inertial range and controls the spectral break
(Chen et al. 2014). The flattening near f1 Hz is very likely
noise-dominated, since, for example, this behavior is not seen
in Cluster search coil observations (e.g., Alexandrova et al.
2009, 2012; Roberts et al. 2017).

6. Taylor Microscale: Results

To estimate the Taylor scale from this interval, we recall the
approximation near the origin:

( ) ( )
l

» -R r
r

1
2

, 4
2

T
2

where the higher-order terms are neglected. Therefore, one may
obtain the Taylor microscale by fitting the autocorrelation
function R(r) to a parabolic curve at the origin. Clearly, the
quadratic approximation holds better as one asymptotically
approaches smaller values of r. Previous multi-spacecraft

estimates (Matthaeus et al. 2005) were evaluated with the
Cluster spacecraft, with separations in the range
150 km�r�270 km. Here, we extend that analysis by
approaching the origin closer by about an order of magnitude,
with 25 km�r�200 km. The Appendix provides an estimate
of the accuracy of the correlation measurements. As shown in
Figure 4, we extract an estimate of λT by fitting the six
available two-point correlation functions to a parabolic curve.
The resulting value of the Taylor scale is λT=6933 km. For
comparison, we also show the single-spacecraft, frozen-in
hypothesis based evaluation of the correlation function.
Evidently, the single-spacecraft estimate decays much rapidly
closer to the origin, presumably due to time decorrelation of the

Table 1
Parameters for MMS Interval on 2019 February 24, from 16:00 to 21:00 UTC

(5 hr)

Solar-wind speed VSW=322 km -s 1

Correlation length l = ´3.2 10c
5 km

Ion inertial length di=91 km
Ion gyroradius ρi=64* (150) km
Electron inertial length de=2.3 km
Debye length λD=10 m
Proton beta βi=0.5* (2.5)
Magnetic field ∣ ∣= á ñ =BB0 3.4 nT
Magnetic-field fluctuation Brms/B0 = 0.72
Proton density á ñ =Ni 6.2 cm−3

Proton temperature á ñ =Ti 2.5* (12.4) eV

Note. Quantities with an asterisks (*) have been estimated using Wind data, and
their MMS estimates are given in parenthesis.

Figure 3. Spectral power density of a magnetic field measured by MMS1.
Kolmogorov scaling ∼f−5/3 is shown for reference. The vertical lines represent
the correlation length ( )l =k 1c , the ion-inertial length ( )=kd 1i , and the ion
gyroradius ( )r =k 1i , with wavenumber ( ) ∣ ∣� p á ñVk f2 . The part of the
spectrum where the signal-to-noise ratio decreases below ∼5, is gray, to
indicate that this region is noise-dominated. Note that the flattening in the high-
frequency range ( f1 Hz) is due to noise and is not physical (see the text).

Figure 4. Magnetic-field correlation function based on the frozen-in
approximation (green, solid line) and obtained from a two-spacecraft
evaluation (red, cross symbols). An exponential fit (blue, dashed line) to the
single-spacecraft measurement is used to obtain the correlation length. A
quadratic fit (black, thin line) to the multi-spacecraft points estimates the Taylor
scale. The inset plots part of the correlation function enlarged near the origin to
clearly show the multi-spacecraft points and the parabolic fit.
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Using turbulence campaign data, 
where MMS was in a string-of-
pearls configuration, 
Bandyopadhyay+ [(2020) ApJ]
characterized the Taylor 
microscale in the solar wind

Bandyopadhyay+ (2018) ApJ

Roberts+ (2020) arXiv

Bandyopadhyay+ (2020) ApJ
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MMS is still our best tool for the detailed analysis of plasma turbulence and we have 
only scratched the surface of the dataset so far…

à Is magnetic reconnection playing a role in turbulent dissipation?

à There is potentially more work we can do directly evaluating the linear and nonlinear 
dynamics, both in the fluid equations and Vlasov equation

à Systematic examinations of how the nonlinear dynamics and dissipation change under 
different conditions by comparing different turbulent environments

à Global scale evolution of turbulence and its impact on the solar wind – magnetosphere 
interaction, potentially using the new formations proposed in the senior review and in 
conjunction with other missions

Where do we go from here?
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